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Cypriot traditions – March Bracelet

2 hours

• Understand the concept of tradition in Cyprus
• Get to know what the March Bracelet is
• Learn how to make one

• Presentation
• Activities

• Threads
• Laptops 
• Projector 

Theory with interactive activities
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Introduction

Cypriots are very proud of their cultural
heritage, which stretches back more than
9000 years. Their traditions are reflected
on many occasions, showing how
Cypriots are still connected with their
heritage.

“Cyprus-Discover Humanity”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VMaSw5dAGc0


The March Bracelet

• The concept behind it 

• How it is used



It is one of Cyprus’s traditions yet, it
is also well known in Greece and
some Balkan regions. The name
differs and in Cyprus, it is called
“Martoui”.

The March Bracelet



Martoui is a bracelet made of red and white
thread, either twisted in between them or
braided.

• The red symbolizes love for the beautiful
and happiness

• The white symbolizes purity

Children and adults wear this bracelet on
their wrists from 1st until March 31st.

The March Bracelet



• Traditionally, Martoui protects people from
the first sun of spring.

• It should be worn until the night of Holy
Saturday in Easter, and afterwards is thrown
in ‘Lampratzia’ (big pile of fire), that is
lighted on in front of every church on that
day, as to be burned along with Judas.

The March Bracelet



• Another Cypriot tradition says that by
the end of March it should be removed
and placed either on the branch of a
fruit tree for it to yield good fruits, or if
it is a girl’s bracelet, placed on a rose
bush to give her rosy cheeks.

The March Bracelet



Ways to make a 
Martoui

• The different ways to make a 
Martaki

• Explanation of two different ways to 
do it 



As we can see in the picture below, there are many ways to make one.
Here, we will explain two different ways.

Ways to make a Martoui



The most common one

Step 1: Start with a long strand (50-60cm) of each thread color. 

Ways to make a Martoui



The most common one

Step 2: Take both strands between your thumb and index finger and 
twist them together. 

Ways to make a Martoui



The most common one

Step 3: Without letting the ends go, bring them together. That should 
form a 4-strand twist that stays in place.

Ways to make a Martoui



The most common one

Step 4: Make a knot on the one end and wear the bracelet by knotting 
the two ends together around your wrist.

Ways to make a Martoui



A three-strand braid 

Step 1: Use two strands of white cotton yarn (2 pieces each) and one 
strand of red thread (5 pieces of thread).

Ways to make a Martoui



A three-strand braid 

Step 2: Tape your ends after making a knot and start braiding!

Ways to make a Martoui



A three-strand braid 

Step 3: Cut the excess thread and make another knot.

Ways to make a Martoui



Videos for additional assistance

1. “DIY March Bracelets”

2. “DIY Martakia - March 
Bracelets”

3. “3 easy to make March 
bracelets”

Ways to make a Martoui

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xmv01kttdGw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C5twc0Wvqs4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W5YmovPPqVI


Activity – Make your own!
45 minutes

Make your own

Threads (white and red) 

Handcraft activity 

• Follow the steps of one of the aforementioned ways to make a Martoui

Offline



Conclusion



Conclusion

Martoui is just one of the many Cypriot
traditions. Traditions bring the whole
society together. Seniors are the most
connected ones with history and customs,
and the younger generations should
respect and preserve them.
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